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Reassignmentof cation site occupanciesin tourmaline: Al-Mg disorder in the
crystal structure of dravite
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Ansrn.rcr
The crystal structure of a dravite (tourmaline) sample from Osarara, Narok District,
c : 7.214(\ L, V: 1589.0(6)L', R3m, has beenrefinedto an R
Kenya,a : 15.947(2),
index of 2.00/obased on 1136 reflectionsmeasuredwith MoKa X-radiation. Electron
microprobe analysis, site-scatteringrefinement, electronic absorption (published), stereochemical analysis,and Mcissbauerspectrashow the structural formula to be "(NaonoFel{uoCro
CaooonKo
o.oAlo
nrr)'(Al,onoMgn,o)(BO3)3Si6O'8
oouTio
0,.[10,u.)"(Mg, ,o,Mnooo.Fefrirr
(O,OH).. Of particular interest is the assignmentof significant Mg to the Z site and Al to
the Y site. For published structural refinementsof tourmaline, the grand mean size of the
Y andZ polyhedra is a linear function of the constituent cation radii. That is not the case
for the Y and,Zsitesindividually. However, greatly improved linearity occursif significant
Mg is assignedto the Z site for some compositions when Al > 6.0 atoms pfu; this indicates
that the usual assumption that Al completely occupies the Z site before occupying any
other site is not universallv correct.

INrnorucrroN
Tourmaline is a common mineral in igneous,sedimentary, and metamorphic environments and is very useful
as an indicator mineral (e.g.,Henry and Dutrow, 1990;
Henry and Guidotti, 1985).There has been considerable
work on general variations in tourmaline compositions
(e.g.,Foit and Rosenberg,1917;,Benvenuti et al., 1991;
Povondra,1981)and extensiveexaminationofpolyhedral
rotations as a function of chemical composition. However, compared with other silicate minerals, there has not
been any detailed examination of structural variations
(particularly changesin polyhedral sizes)as a function of
constituent-site chemistry, and few structures have been
refined.
Tourmaline is a very difrcult mineral to characterize
with respect to its chemistry. Many significant components(i.e.,H, Li, Fe3+/Fe2*,Mn3+/Mn2+) cannotbe studied by electron microprobe analysis,there is often significant zonation, and crystals are difficult to dissolve for
wet-chemical analysis. Crystal structure refinement can
be a powerful technique for determination of chemical
composition through definition of stereochemicalrelationships and refined site-scatteringvalues (Hawthorne
and Grice, 1990;Ungaretti, 1980;Ungaretti et al., 1983).
Here we present a crystal structure refinement of dravite
and examine mean bondlength constituent-cationradius
relationships in published tourmaline structures.
ExpnnrivrBNtlr,
The sample used in this work was supplied by George
R. Rossman, California Institute of Technology. Mossbauer and polarized electronic absorption spectraare re0003-o04x/93l0304-o265$02.00

ported by Mattson and Rossman(1984, Sample 1, from
Osarara, Narok District, Kenya, archival code NMNH
no. 126030from the U.S. National Museum of Natural
History).
X-ray data collection
A crystal fragment was ground to a sphere in an airdriven crystal grinder and mounted on a Nicolet R3m
automated four-circle diffractometer. Twenty-five reflections were centeredusinggraphite-monochromatedMoKa
X-radiation, and the cell dimensions and orientation matrix were derived from the resulting setting angles.A total
of I 136reflectionsweremeasured(20: 3-60)with index
r a n g e s 0- h - 1 9 ,0 < k = 1 9 , - l l < / < l l . T w o
standard reflections were measuredevery 48 reflections;
no significant changesin their intensities were observed
absorption correction
during data measurement.A ry'-scan
was applied, together with the usual geometrical corrections, and the data were reducedto structure factors. Numerical details are given in Table l.
Structure refinement
Scattering curves for neutral atoms, together with
anomalousdispersioncorrections,were taken from Cromer and Mann (1968) and Cromer and Liberman (1970),
respectively. The SiemensSHELXTL Plus (PC version)
system of programs was used for all calculations.
The structurewas refined in spacegroupR3m using the
coordinatesof feruvite (Grice and Robinson, 1989)as an
initial model. Refinement with all variable positional parameters,anisotropic displacementfactors, site occupancies for the X, Y, and Z sites, an empirical isotropic ex-
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Rrsur,rs

Miscellaneousinformationconcerningdata measurement,data reduction,and crystalstructurerefinement
of dravite

Mattson and Rossman(1984)reportedthe Mdssbauer
spectrum and polarized electronic absorption spectra of
this dravite. From these data, they gave the Fe3+/Fe2+
a (A)
15.947(2) Crystalsize (mm)
0.23 sphere
c ^
7.214(1) Rad/Mon
Mo/Gr
ratio as 0.915:0.085;this value was used in calculating
Y(A1
1589.0(6)
rotal lF.l
1136
the formula unit (Table 5).
Space group
BSm
R",,.,,nd(%)
0.80 - 0.77
A comparison ofthe refined site scatteringfactors and
z
3
R."" (%)
2.00
the occupanciesassignedfrom the electron microprobe
B_
2.31
analysisis given in Table 6. As is apparent,the agreement
F:>|F.l - lF"lylF.l
F* : t>r4r(| F" | - | F.ll, l>wF,"lh, w : 1l(o,F" + gFi)
is very good, with a weighted deviation of 0.07 e (electrons) per site; this is of the same order as the standard
deviation ofeach method, and thus suggeststhat the retlnction parameter, and weights given as in Table 1 with sults are accurateto the level of their precision. Note that
8'as a refinable parameter converged to an R index of the relative distribution of Al (Z: 13) and Me Q : 12)
2.00/0.
Refinedpositional and displacementparametersare does not materially affect this comparison becauseof the
given in Table 2, observedand calculatedstructurefactors similarity in X-ray scatteringpowers.This also meansthat
in Table 3', and selectedinteratomic distancesand angles the site-scatteringresults do not contain any information
in Table 4.'
as to the relative distribution of Me and Al over the Y
and Z sites.
Electron microprobe analysis
DrscussroN
Subsequentto the X-ray data measurement,the crystal
used to collect the intensity data was mounted in epoxy,
The site-scatteringresults indicate that there is no sigthen ground, polished, and C coated for electron micro- nificant transition-metal occupancy of the Z site (Table
probe analysis.The analysis was done on a Cameca SX- 6). In all previous work on tourmaline, it has been cus50 instrument in the wavelength-dispersivemode, with tomary to assignall available Al to the Z site.Al in excess
an excitation voltage of 15 kV, a beam current of 20 nA, of that necessaryto fill Z is assignedto Y. When the
and a beam diameter of I pm. Counting times for peaks amount of Al is insufficient to frllZ, the deficiency can be
and backgroundswere 20 and I 0 s, respectively.The anal- made up by transition metals (e.9.,Fortier and Donnay,
ysis (mean of 12 points) is given in Table 5; the formula 1975; Nuber and Schmetzer,1979) and Mg (Grice and
unit was calculated on the basis of Mg + Fe2* * Fe3+ *
Robinson, 1989).
Ti + Mn + Al + Si : 15 with the Fe3+/Fe2+
ratio taken
In most structure types with extensive solid solution,
from Mattson and Rossman(1984).BrO, and HrO con- there are well-developedlinear relationships betweenthe
tentswerecalculatedstoichiometrically. There was a slight sizes (mean bond length) of the coordination polyhedra
deficiency in the Y-site sum; however, the refined site and the mean empirical radii of the constituent cations
scatteringvalue was not compatible with any vacancy or (and anions if variable). These relationships have been
Li at the Y site, and thus the Y-site contents were nor- important in assigningsite occupanciesand cation valence
malized to full occupancy.
statesin complex minerals (e.g., amphiboles: Ungaretti,
1980; Hawthorne, 1983; pyroxenes:Ribbe and Prunier,
' T"-bt"* a copyof Tables3 and 4, orderDocumentAM- 1977; Cameron and Papike, 198l; garnets:Novak and
93-522fromtheBusiness
Office,Mineralogical
Societyof Amer- Gibbs, l97l; Hawthorne, l98l). Thus it seemsworthica, 1130Seventeenth
StreetNW, Suite330,Washington,
DC while to develop such relationships for the tourmaline
20036,U.S.A.Please
remit$5.00in advance
for themicrofiche. structures,as they should be of use in deriving transitionTrele 2. Finalparameters
for thecrystalstructure
of dravite
u'
XO
Y
z
si
B
01
02
03
04
os
06
07
o8

0
0.93867(3) 0.061
33(3)
0.73849(4)
o.70217(41
0.81018(3)
0.80835(3)
0.11000(9) 0 89000(9)
0
0
0.06109(7) 0.93891(7)
0.86947(8) 0.13053(8)
0.09300(8) 0.90601
(8)
0.90733(8) 0.09267(8)
0.81568(9) 0.80578(9)
0.71512(9) 0.71494(9)
0.73016(9) 0.79077(9)

. Ur: U,,x 1Qe

0.15920
0.5643(4)
0.5386(4)
0.9280(4)
0 3819(5)
0.6989(5)
0.4156(4)
(s)
0.4381
0.s989(s)
0.0212(4)
0.7059(4)
0.0059(4)
0.3674(4)

211(8)
112(3)
7't(21
61(2)
83(8)
124(7)
123(6)
140(6)
11 9 ( 6 )
114(6)

ss(5)

e9(5)
107(5)

U,,
227(9)
e0(3)
73(3)
s6(2)
86(8)
128(8)
138(7)
139(6)
101(6)
97(6)
119(6)
76(6)
e8(6)

U""

227(9)
s0(3)
6s(3)
54(3)
86(8)
128(8)
138(7)
139(6)
101(6)
s7(6)
110(6)
86(6)
62(6)

U""

U""

Ur"

177(9)
137(4)

0
-17(1)
-2(2)
4(2)
-4(4)
0
-5(3)
1(3)
10(4)
11(3)
8(4)
21(5)
- 17(5)

0
17(1)
-10(2)
6(2)
4(41
0
5(3)
-1(3)
-10(4)
- 11(3)
't2(4)
27(5)
-34(4)

6s(3)
69(2)
82(s)
118(e)
122(9)
71(8)
115(8)
106(8)
74(6)
112(6)
159(6)

uP

114(5)
30(3)
35(2)
25(2)
45(e)
64(4)
e1(7)
17(8)
19(7)
17(7)
63(5)
22(5)
38(5)
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Taeue5. Electron microorobeanalvsis and formula unit- for
dravite

sio,
Al,o3
Tio,
CrrO.
FerO3
FeO
Mgo
MnO
Naro

K.o
F
B,O"
HrO
Total

3 71 9
31 53
0.25
0.05
4.43
0.37
9.07
002
0.05
2.57
0.07
0.01
(10.78)
(3.72)
100.10

Si
AI
Ti
Cr
Fe3*
Fe,*
Mg
Mn
Ca
Na
K
F

6.080

OH

3.995

TABLE6. Comparisonof formulaunit site assignmentswith refinedsite-scatteringresultsand final site assignments
Electron
microorobe

o.u/c

0 030
0.006
0.560
0.051
2.211
0.003
0.009
0.814
0 014
0.005

. Calculatedas discussedin text.

Na
K
e
Ti
Fe3*
Fe2+
Mn
Mg
AI
e
AI
Mg
e

0.814
0.009
0.014
9.40
0.030
0.006
0 560
0.051
0.003
2.273
0.o77
15.01
600
13.00

Structure
refinement

Stereochemical
criteria

0.814
0 009
0.014
0.030
0.006
0.560
0.051
0.003
1.349
1.001
15.15
c.u/o
0.924
13.03

Note; Refined site-scatteringresults are in electrons.

metal valencestates,light element (e.g.,Li) contents,and
aspects of ordering that are ambiguous with regard to
X-ray scattering(e.9.,Mg/Al, Fe/Mn ordering).
The available data are summarized in Table 7 and
graphically displayed in Figure l. There are no well-developed linear relationships. The best-behavedtrend is
for the Z site (Fig. la). Six structuresdefine a linear trend
with a slope that is close to unity, the ideal value for a
hard-sphere model. Two structures depart significantly
(-0.008 A; from this trend, having longer 74 distances
than expectedfor the assignedsite population. It is notable
that the dravite structure refined here (circled star in Fig.
la) hasa \ZA) distanceof 1.936A, no transitionmetals
at the Z site, and more than sufrcient Al to fill the Z site.
If we assignfull Al occupancyto the Z site, this dravite
will deviate from the line in Figure la by -0.03 A. fnis
suggeststhat the constituent cations occupying the Z site
have a larger aggregateradius than Al. This may be the
caseif significant Mg replacesAl at the Z site, and this
replacementcan occur without perturbing the agreement
between the chemical populations and the refined sitescatteringvalues given in Table 6.
The data for the Y site (Fig. lb) show far more scatter;
indeed, one even questionswhether a linear relationship
exists. However, all other structure types show well-behaved relationships ofthis type, and there is no apparent
reason why tourmaline should not do so as well. Conse.
quently we will examine the factors that could perturb
such relationshipsin tourmaline. There are three obvious
factors: (1) wrong assignment of cations between the Y
and Z sites; (2) variable OH and F contents and possible
order-disorderover Ol and 03; and (l) incorrectassignment of valence statesfor the transition m€tals. The discussiongiven above for the Z-site behavior indicates that
point I is definitely a factor in this situation. However,
in order to make better site-populationassignments,points
2 and 3 must be dealt with first, as reassignmentof such
atom pairs as Al-Mg and Fe-Mn must depend on stereochemical rather than scatteringdata. Errors in assignment
of cations between the Y and Z polyhedra may be by-

passedby consideringthe aggregatebehavior ofthe Y and
Z polyhedra as a function of their aggregatechemistry.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the weighted mean size
of the Y and Z polyhedra [(3(Y-O) + 6\Z-Ot)/9] as a
function of the mean radiug of the Y andZ cations. There
is greatly improved linearity over the iqdividual relationships shown in Figure 1; this indicates that wrong cation
assignmentto the Y and Z sites is a significant factor in
the nonlinearity exhibited by Figure la and lb.
However, there is still some scatter in Figure 2, indicating that variations in OH and F contents or oxidation
statesof Fe and Mn are also significant factors afecting
(Y-O ) atd (Z-O) . Let us first examineOH and F contents
as a possiblefactor. The tourmaline structure showsconsiderable variation in total monovalent anion content,
from I atom pfu in such compositions as buergerite to 4
atoms pfu in uvite; in addition, there may be significant
F = OH variation. As there are significant differencesin
the radii of thesethree anions (t3ro: 1.36;otQ11: 1.34
7. Anioncontentsof the01 and03 sitesin refinedtourTABLE
malinestructures
ReferOHFO(rXAfence
Buergerite
Feruvite
Elbaite
Chromiumtourmaline
Aluminumdravite
Vanadiumdravite
Uvite
tr-schorl
Aluminumelbaite

0.46
400
2.87
1.62
3.72
2.58
3.29
386
2.44

1.03
0.00
0.60
0.32
0.44
0.14
0.09

2.51
0.00
0.53
2.38
0.28
110
0.27
1.47

1 342
1.340
1.337
1.352
1.341
't.342
1.337
1.339
1.346

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(s)
(6)
(5)
(7)
(8)

Note.'Anioncontentsin atoms Pfu.
(1) Barton,1969;(2)Griceand Robinson,1989;(3) Donnay
References:
and Barton, 1972; (41Nuberand Schmetzer,1979; (5) Schmetzeret al.,
t979; (6) Foit and Rosenberg,1979; (7) Foit, 1989; (8) Gorskayaet al.,
1982
. Calculatedwith the radiiof Shannon(1976).
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Fig.2. Weighted-mean
bondlengthof theY andZ polyhedra
as a functionof constituentcationradiusin tourmalines.The
squaresshowthe data pointsin threeF-rich tourmalinescorrectedfor their F content.kgend as in Fig. I plus aluminum
dravite:solidinvertedtriangle;uvite: opensquare.

<r z> (A)

<IY> (A)

Fig. 1. Relationships
betweenmeanbond lengthand constituentionic radiusin refinedtourmalinestructures:
6\ the Z
site;(b) the Y site.Thehorizontaldashedlinesshowthe revised
populations.Buergerconstituentcationradii for the reassigned
ite: solidcircle;feruvite:openstar;schorl:solidstar;liddicoatite:
inclinedsolidsquare;elbaite:opencircle;tsilaisite:solidsquare;
chromium tourmaline:triangle;vanadiumdravite:horizontal
soliddiamond;n-schorl:verticalsoliddiamond;dravite:circled
stars.

t:tF: l.lQ A: Shannon.1976).such variationscan cause
significant differencesin mean bond lengths around the
cations to which they are coordinated. The situation is
not straightforward here, as the monovalent anions occupy two distinct sites,O I and 03, and thus the individual
mean bond lengths can be affectedby monovalent anion
ordering over Ol and 03 for a fixed anion composition.
To someextent, this latter difficulty also may be bypassed
for the moment by consideringthe grandmeanbond length
of the Y and Z polyhedra, as in Figure 2. The anion
contents of the crystals used for the X-ray structure refinement are given in Table 7.

In terms of possible anion variations and anion size,
the extreme end-membersare (OH)Or and R, with mean
anion radii of I .355 and I .300 A, respectively.This range
would producea maximum variation of 0.012 A in terms
of the weighted mean bond lengths of the Y and Z polyhedra and a much larger possible variation in the individual mean bond lengthsifthere is significantanion order
over the Ol and 03 sites.However,the variation in anion
chemistry shown in Table 7 can only produce a variation
of 0.003 A in the grand mean X and Y bond lengths;
nevertheless,the structures with smaller anion radii do
move closer to the generaltrend (Fig. 2) with these small
corrections.The aluminum elbaiteofGorskayaet al. (1982)
seemsto have an anomalously small grand mean bond
length for the Y and Z polyhedra, and the large mean
anion radius of the Ol and 03 sites further increasesthe
deviation from the general trend in Figure 2; the origin
ofthis is not yet clear and needsfurther investigation.
The data of Figure 2, when corrected for minor variations in anion content, are fairly linear, suggestingthat
there are no major errors in the assignmentof transitionmetal oxidation states. We may thus conclude that the
crystallographic data are broadly consistent with the reported composition of the samples and that the poorly
developedcorrelationsbetween(Y-O) and,(Z-O) are due
to wrongly assignedcation and anion site populations.
Reconsiderationof site populations in tourmaline
The Z site. Some of the data in Figure la do define a
linear trend with a slopeof unity, consistentwith the hardsphere model. However, there are significant deviations
from this trend, always to the larger bond-length side
(exceptfor aluminum elbaite, which seemsanomalous in
all regards,seeFig. 2). It has generallybeen assumedthat
the Z site is completely occupied by Al when allowed by
the constituent chemistry of the crystal, unlesstransitionmetal cations have been detectedhere by site occupancy
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Trele 8. Emoiricalbond valencetable for dravite

o1
02

0.134i3

ne

o4
o5
o6
07

0 481:3
0 429i2
0.331

1. 0 1 8
0.405r'

0.076a3
0.089i3
0.442i2

o8
0.897
(0.846)

2.554
(2.542)

refinement. The data of Figure 1a suggestthat this assumption is wrong. The occurrenceof some Mg at lhe Z
site would maintain the samescatteringfrom this position
in the structure while increasing the size of the Z octahedron relative to those structures in which Z is completely occupied by Al. Of particular note in this regard
are the V-bearing tourmaline (horizontal solid diamond:
Foit and Rosenberg,1979), schorl (solid star: Fortier and
Donnay, 1975), and the alkali-deficientschorl (vertical
solid diamond: Foit, 1989). For the schorl, setting the
Z-site Fe3* to Fe2+moves this point to the ideal trend,
and hencethis is possible,particularly asthe Y polyhedron
in schorl is well-behavedin this regard.Ifthe site populations ofthese crystalsare adjusted such that they agree
with the generaltrend of Figure la, the resultant change
in Y-site populations has a significant effect on the analogousY-site relationship.
The Y site. As noted above, changing the population
of the Z site has a significant effect on the assignedpopulation of the Y site, particularly as the multiplicity of the
former is twice that of the latter. As can be seenin Figure
lb, the four tourmalines with divalent Z-site cations are
shifted considerabledistances(0.055 A for dravite) to
become linear with some of the other structures. This
improvement reinforces the correctnessof the reassignments based on the Z-site relationship alone.
However, there are still structures that deviate from
linearity, and it is notable that for most of them, the Y
octahedronis larger than the mean radius of the assigned
constituent cations would suggest.Of particular note in
this regardare buergerite(solid circle: Barton, 1969;Tippe
and Hamilton, l97l), elbaite (open circle: Donnay and
Barton, 1972),liddicoatite (inclined solid square:Nuber
and Schmetzer,l98l), and tsilaisite(solid square:Nuber
and Schmetzer,1984).One can suggestthat the Fe at Y
in buergeriteis partly Fe2*, and this could bring this sample into line with the general trend. However, the same
argument cannot be used for the other three crystals, as
these are virtually Fe-free; hence the deviations cannot
be the result of errors in assignmentof cation population
(presuming the analysesto be correct and representative
of the crystal used in the X-ray intensity data collection).
In addition, the variations in anion occupanciesare not

0.490
o.444
0.497
o.473
0.507
2.816
(2.847)

0 9891,
0 . 9 4 1: '
1.043
1.046

1.009
4.019

1.443
2.010
1.141
2.O54
1.971
1.975
1.987
1.989

3.036

sufficient to account quantitatively for these deviations.
Hence complete resolution of this matter must await additional data, and we are planning further work on this
pornt.
Bond-valencecalculations for dravite
The site populations used in the calculation of bond
valencesare obviously of importance. Here we calculate
the bond-valence distribution in dravite using the universalcurvesofBrown (198 l). Eachuniversal curve works
for all cations ofa specificisoelectronicseries;in the case
of dravite, the curve for the (Na' ' 'S)-O seriesis of importance, as this single relationship describes the relationship of bond valence to bond length for Na-O, MgO, Al-O, Si-O, P-O, and S-O bonds. Thus any disorder
involving these cations (e.g., Mg/Al, Al/Si) need not be
specified in the site populations used for bond-valence
calculationsas the relationship used is the same for both
cations. Thus in the calculation ofthe bond-valencetable
for dravite (Table 8), both setsof site populations in Table
6 give the same result.
The valence-sumrule (Brown, I 98 I ) statesthat the sum
ofthe bond valencesat each atom is equal to the formal
valence of the atom. Therefore, when averagedover the
whole structure,the sum ofthe bond valencesincident to
a site is equal to the averageatom valence at that site.
Thus when there is polyvalent cation substitution (e.g.,
Mg = Al) at a specificcation site, the sum of the incident
bond valenceat that site gives an estimate of the amount
of such substitution, and this estimate is independent of
the assumed site populations if the substituting cations
belong to the same isoelectronic series.Let us focus on
the bond-valencesums at the X, Y, and Z sites in Table
8. The values in parenthesesare the mean valencesof the
cation site populations ofTable 6; as assignedby stereochemicalcriteria, they agreecloselywith the bond-valence
sums at these three sites. The corresponding values for
the site populations as conventionally assignedfrom the
electronmicroprobeanalysisare 2.23 and 3.00 for the Y
and Z sites,respectively,in conspicuousdisagreementwith
the bond-valencesums.Thus the bond-valencesums at
the Y and Z sites confirm the stereochemicallyassigned
site populations of Table 6.
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